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THE FANTASTIC JOURNEY OF MARGOT & 
MARGUERITE 

L’AVENTURE DES MARGUERITE 
Original language: French, English subtitles 

 

 
Director : Pierre Coré 

Genre : Family, Tale, Fantasy genre 
Country of origin : France 

Avec : Lila Gueneau, Alice Pol,  
Clovis Cornillac, Nils Othenin-Girard 

Length : 1 h 29 
 

14 years and older  
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SYNOPSIS 
Marguerite and Margot are  both 12, with each their own family, friends, problems… and era! 
One lives in 1942 and the other in 2020. But this is without counting on a mysterious magic 
chest that transports them to each other’s era. 
Margot and Marguerite have something else in common: their father is no longer there, one 
vanished during World War II, the other is not living at home. With 70 years apart, they’re 
embarking in a wild adventure to find their present, explore History and their families’ 
memories. 
 
 
REVIEWS 
 
A charming comedy for the whole family. 
Une comédie charmante à voir en famille. 
Le Journal du Dimanche 
 
Beyond the fantasy genre, the film dares to deal with more contemporary themes like women 
emancipation. 
Au-delà de la fantaisie, le film ose aborder des thématiques plus actuelles comme l'émancipation féminine. 
Culturebox- France Télévisions 
 
Between the period film and the fantasy film, Pierre Coré delivers a solid style as the film 
director who also knows how to intelligently deal with history, memory and filiation matters. 
Entre film d’époque et film fantastique, Pierre Coré fait preuve d’un style solide à la tête d’un film qui sait 
aussi évoquer intelligemment les questions d’histoire, de mémoire et de filiation. 
Paris Match 
 
A feature film flirting with the fantasy tale genre that takes us back in time. That will certainly 
please the young and old at this holiday starts.  
Un long-métrage flirtant avec le conte fantastique qui nous fait remonter le temps. Voilà de quoi séduire petits 
et grands en ce début de vacances. 
CNews 
 
 
DETAILS 
 
LANGUAGE 
In 1942, the language used by the Cayrolles family reflects the bourgeoisie class they come 
from. In 2020, the language is filled with familiar expressions and words and it is much more 
relaxed. 
Laurent, Margot’s stepfather, has a colorful language as he gets very frustrated by 
Marguerite/Margot’s behaviour. 
After a particularly difficult search for Marguerite and Nathan, he throws a tantrum and screams: 
“La ferme” many times subtitled by “Shut up” and then “F...king shut up”. 
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He falls into a puddle of water and swears: “Merde” (“sh..t”). He also uses the most common 
familiar exclamation “Oh putain” for instance that is translated by “F..k”, which is an 
exaggeration, or “Damn it”. 
Margot and Nathan, the two contemporary teens in the film, express themselves in a range of 
language that goes from slang “blaireaux”, (“assholes” as men are according to Margot) to more 
familiar words. She says her stepfather is a “bouffon”, a “jerk”. When she is taken by surprise by 
all that is happening to her, she yells “Qu’est-ce que c’est que ce délire?” is translated as “What 
the hell is happening?” 
About Hemingway writing his book The Old man and the Sea, Margot notices: “Il galérait 
grave” (he was having trouble.) 
Nathan refers to Margot’s father’s girlfriend as “une meuf” (a woman) and tells Margot to leave 
for Australia by using a very familiar word “se barrer”. 
Here is a sample of the familiar language used by the contemporary characters, mostly Margot 
and Laurent: 
« glander » (to chill) « grouille-toi » (hurry up), “magne-toi” (hurry), « des potes » (buddies), 
« kiffer » (to like), « tête de nœud » (dimwit), », « je suis chiante » (I am a pain), « je déconne » 
(I am joking), « conneries » (not subtitled in the film), “un mec” (a guy.) 
 
Some of the songs from the soundtrack are in English and may have some coarse words. 
The German chief of the prisoners camp imitates the sound of guns shooting at those who dare to 
escape. 
 
According to the context of the period, some slurs are to be noticed: 
- The dogs: Marguerite’s grand-mother calls them idiots 
- Women: Marguerite’s grand-father thinks they are weak (“They have fragile nerves. Just put 
them under pressure.”) 
- German enemies: Marcel uses the derogatory word “boches” to refer to the German soldiers. 
- Men: Margot calls them “blaireaux” which means fools, unsympathetic men. 
 
The film speaks positively about the emancipation of women: An independent woman who 
needs to be free to live her own life. 
 
VIOLENCE 
§ Margot’s and Marguerite’s crossover time travel in Uncle Michel’s chest 
The crossover in the chest is mysterious, dark with lightening and thunder sounds. When Margot 
and Marguerite fall into their time slots, they seem sucked downwards with a loud sound. 
In Margot’s case, the young girl seems to be mysteriously thrown into the chest where she comes 
across Marguerite before being projected into 1942. 
 
§ The dogs (non-graphic violence) 
They are ready to attack when they hear the word “attack”. They run after Margot and Alice a 
couple of times. They yanked Alice’s dress and they are seen fighting for the dress – the actual 
action is not seen but implied when the dogs are fighting for the dress. 
 
Margot and Alice are also hunted by the German soldiers dogs. 
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§ Characters fall down as a comedic element 
- The gardener falls after he fails to stop Alice and Margot from stealing the grandfather’s car. 
- Laurent falls into a puddle of water as he is trying to find Margot/Marguerite and Nathan. 
- The fall of the two young girls in the chest (see description above.) 
§ Car accidents as a comedic element 
- A female driver hits Nathan who is pushing Marguerite in a shopping cart – they fall but do not 
get harmed. 
- Nathan steals the car, tears away the windshield of another car parked in the shopping mall. 
- Nathan is asked to back Laurent’s car which he bangs into a tree: Marguerite implies her neck 
slightly hurts. 
§ Non-graphic violence in the WWII context : 
-  Margot grabs a branch to defend herself from an intruder and unknowingly hits Alice.  
- The weapons carried by the German soldiers threatening Margot and Alice to take them to the 
prisoner camp. 
- Marcel uses his gun to shoot the German plane that hits the ground with black smoke. Nobody 
seems to be seriously hurt except for Alice with her arm in a sling. 
- Alice puts drugs into the soup of the German soldiers as a ruse to escape from the camp with 
her brother Louis and Margot. 
- One of the prisoners whose duty is to serve soup throws a burning hot soup on the face of the 
camp chief. The burnt marks are seen after it happened. 
- The camp chief shoots at the stolen plane with his gun. 
 
NUDITY 
On two occasions Alice is seen in her underwear, implying that the dogs yanked her dress, and 
then that her skirt got caught in the tree trunk that she climbed to hide from the German soldiers. 
There is no nudity.  
 
SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
There is a mild sexual innuendo regarding the relationship between men and women. Alice is 
curious to know how couples get married in the 21st century while she is waiting for her Prince 
Charming. 
Nathan and Margot to some extent allude to sexual freedom. A funny scene shows how Nathan 
gets all confused, trying to explain the kissing game between girls and boys, boys and girls but 
also between girls and girls and between boys and boys. 
Alice and Marcel kiss twice on the mouth. 
Marguerite gently kisses Nathan’s lips. 
 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT 
Marguerite and Margot : two characters missing their fathers 
o Margot does not get along with Laurent, her stepfather, which creates tension in the family 
o Marguerite is sad because she does not know if her father is alive or not. 

This situation  is the trigger of the time travel of the two pre-teens. 
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Different behaviour in different periods of time 
o Marguerite’s father is offended when Margot tells him that she does not need a father who is 

hiding and does nothing to escape. She asks him directly to “move his ass.” 
o By contrast Marguerite speaks to Laurent with respect. 
o Divorce is a common thing in 2020 according to Nathan, which somewhat baffles 

Marguerite. 
 
A matter of ethics and honesty common to the two periods of time 
o Stealing her father’s car: Alice promises to give it back as soon as she can, being aware that 

one should not steal. 
o Same intention when Margot rides on a bicycle that does not belong to her and when Alice 

does the same, Alice promises to give the bicycles back to their owners. 
o Nathan lies to the train inspector and he is caught. 
o Nathan echoes Alice’s scruples when he feels guilty and fears his parents’ severe punishment 

for having stolen the car and the bikes. 
 

A few scenes may not be advised for a younger audience (under 14) 
o The dogs are threatening, and they scare Alice and Margot 
o Alice and Margot are chased by armed German soldiers at night 
o Margot slips into a mysterious underground where she looks for her way out  

with her cell phone light. 
o Alice is stuck at the top of a tree, waiting for the soldiers and their dogs to go away.  
o The black smoke of the German plane shot by Marcel and flown by Louis Cayrolles. 

 
A touch of humour: Hemingway 
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 FILM PHOTOS 

           1942 : The bourgeois family learning about the disappearance of  Louis, Marguerite’s father 
 

                             2020 : Margot who does not get along with Laurent, her stepfather  
 

Alice and Margot with the stolen bicycles                         Nathan and Marguerite on a stolen bike 
in a village devastated by war.                                             riding towards the military cemetery 
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Marcel, a member of the French 
Resistance, eats his eggs like 
Laurent, Margot’s stepfather 
 
 
 
          .  
 
 

 
 
.  
 
 
 
 
Marcel is aiming at the 
German plane with his gun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The characters of Laurent and Marcel are played by the actor Clovis Cornillac. 
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                                    1942 : Margot is frustrated as her cell is not working at all.  

 
 

 
 

2020 : Marguerite comes down from her room at the call of Laurent, 
who has made breakfast for her... 

 
 
 


